
Archangel Michael

Overseer of all - Protector/Protection -  Courage - Strength 
Life Purpose Guidance  

Color - Gold, Royal Blue/Purple  --  Crystal - Sugilite 
 

Archangel Gabriel

Archangel Raphael

Archangel Ariel

Archangel Uriel

Healing of animals and people - Guidance and Protection for 
travelers - can help connect you to your soul mate 

Color - Emerald Green  --  Crystal - Malachite, Emerald 
 

helps to bring messages forward - clear communication - supporter 
of those in the teaching and artistic fields - assists in parenting 

from conception through to birth and so on 
Copper (color and crystal) 

 

helps light the way by providing epiphanies, light bulb moments 
and insights. Can help to bring forward better understanding and 

clarity to a situation. 
Color - Yellow --Crystal - Amber 

manifesting earthly needs, connecting with nature, spirit and 
animals, fairy energy and lightness 

Color - Pale Pink -- Crystal - Rose Quartz 
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Archangel Sandalphon

Archangel Chamuel

Archangel Metatron

Archangel Jeremial

Archangel Jophiel

uplifting your thoughts, clearing physical and energetic clutter 
from your life, beautifying your thoughts and feelings 

Color - Deep Pink -- Crystal - Pink Tourmaline 
 

helps us to conduct a life review when changes need to be made. 
 Call on Jeremial for assistance with understanding spiritual 

 visions and clairvoyance skills 
Color - Dark Purple -- Crystal - Amethyst 

 

assists in the delivering and receiving of prayers between humans 
and God aka The Universe. Angel who assists and 

guides musicians 
Color - Turquoise -- Crystal - Turquoise  

 

assists Indigo and Crystal Children, works via sacred geometry 
and esoteric healing by using universal energies such as time 

management or "warping"  
Color - Violet and Green -- Crystal - Watermelon Tourmaline 

 

assists in finding what you are seeking.  The Archangel to call 
upon for Universal and personal peace. 
Color - Pale Green  --  Crystal - Flourite 
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Archangel Raziel

Archangel Zadkiel

Archangel Raguel

Archangel Haniel

Archangel Azrael

helps the bereaved as well as those who have passed over. 
Color - Creamy White   --  Crystal - Yellow Calcite 

 

assists in releasing the old and supports those who are awakening 
and trusting their spiritual gifts of intuition and clairvoyance. Haniel 

is also known for reminding us to work with the moon cycles. 
Color - Pale Blue  --  Crystal Moonstone

helps us to remember and heal from our past lives as well as 
understanding esoteric information such as intterpreting dreams. 

 Helps us to understand the secrets of the Universe. 
Color - Rainbow  --  Crystal - Clear Quartz 

 

assists in healing misunderstandings and arguments and helps to 
attract wonderful new friends. 

Color - Pale Blue  -- Crystal - Aquamarine

supports us in choosing forgiveness and remembering our Divine 
Spiritual missions, can assist students in remembering facts and 

figures on tests.  
Color - dark indigo blue  --  Crystal - Lapis Lazuli 
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